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ABSTRACT: The steep rise of cases pertaining to Diabetes Mellitus (DM) condition 

among global population has encouraged extensive researches on DM, which led to 

exhaustive accumulation of data related to DM. In this case, data mining and machine 
learning applications prove to be a powerful tool in transforming data into meaningful 

deductions. Several machine learning tools have shown great promise in diabetes 

classification.  However, challenges remain in obtaining an accurate model suitable for 
real world application. Most disease risk-prediction modelling are found to be specific to 

a local population. Moreover, real-world data are likely to be complex, incomplete and 

unorganized, thus, convoluting efforts to develop models around it. This research aims to 

develop a robust prediction model for classification of type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM), 
with the interest of a Malaysian population, using three different machine learning 

algorithms; Decision Tree, Support Vector Machine and Naïve Bayes. Data pre-processing 

methods are utilised to the raw data to improve model performance. This study uses 
datasets obtained from the IIUM Medical Centre for classification and modelling. 

Ultimately, the performance of each model is validated, evaluated and compared based on 

several statistical metrics that measures accuracy, precision, sensitivity and efficiency. 
This study shows that the random forest model provides the best overall prediction 

performance in terms of accuracy (0.87), sensitivity (0.9), specificity (0.8), precision (0.9), 

F1-score (0.9) and AUC value (0.93) (Normal). 

KEY WORDS:  Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus, Prediction Model, Random Forest, Support 

Vector Machine, Naïve Bayes. 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Diabetes Mellitus (DM) was considered to be one of the leading causes of death 

worldwide. According to a study conducted by International Diabetes Federation in 2015, 

around 415 million people were diagnosed with diabetes, 75% out of which are from second 

and third world countries. Overall, the disease has contributed to over 5 million recorded 

deaths. It was predicted that by 2040, the number of people with diabetes will rise to 642 

million worldwide [1]. In Malaysia alone, type 2 diabetes has shown a 21 percent increase 

in 2015, affecting 2.8 million of its population [2, 3].  
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DM is characterized by chronic hyperglycaemia, caused by defective insulin secretion or 

impaired biological effects that lead to several life-threatening complications. The increase 

in obesity rate, poor dietary option, sedentary lifestyle and poverty are believed to be the 

leading causes of this health problem [3]. Therefore, in order to decrease the morbidity rate 

of DM, focus has been placed on high risk groups of DM that falls within certain profile: 

Age ≥ 45, BMI ≥ 24kg/m2, impaired glucose tolerance (IGT) or impaired fasting glucose 

(IFG), family with a history of DM, low high-density lipoprotein cholesterol or 

hypertriglyceridemia (HTG), existent of  hypertension or cardiovascular and 

cerebrovascular disease and female with gestation age ≥30 [4]. Early detection of diabetes 

is vital to ensure extended life expectancy of individuals as well as improvement in the 

quality of life. One of the ways of early DM diagnosis is through data mining and machine 

learning application. 

Since the past decade, healthcare-related data has exponentially grown in abundance due 

to the rapid increase in development and use of electronic healthcare devices. Due to this, 

health-related data mining has also grown in parallel [5, 6]. Data mining is a computational 

process that involves discovering valuable information from large datasets using methods 

such as artificial intelligence, machine learning, statistics, and database systems [7]. 

Machine learning provides a system that is able to learn and adapt automatically from past 

experiences without being explicitly programmed. It consists of complex models and 

algorithms used to recognise pattern and understand input data, which are later used to make 

predictions or decisions for new data [8]. Applying a prediction model into real clinical 

settings can help with detection and screening in undiagnosed high-risk subjects, allowing 

for early intervention or prevention by physicians and other healthcare providers. 

Furthermore, the design of machine learning models has the possibility of predicting and 

diagnosing future disease.  

Most diabetes-related prediction studies utilise the Pima Indian diabetic dataset from UCI 

machine learning repository for developing prediction models [9, 18, 19], such that the 

dataset has become the standard in studies where accuracy and algorithm parameter tuning 

are primary objectives. However, training classifier constructed using Pima dataset does not 

necessarily translate well when a new dataset from a different population is introduced. For 

machine learning model to be applicable in clinical setting, the classifiers must be trained 

under targeted population data to ensure an accurate representation of the patients’ 

demographics [10].  

Additionally, diabetes prediction studies in Malaysia are typically based on risk score 

model frameworks [11, 12]. However, recent studies have raised concerns on adopting risk 

scoring models for disease prediction due to limitations on their applicability to local 

populations, calibration capacity and discrimination the models [13].  

The aim of this study is to design a site-specific prediction model that is closely relevant 

to Malaysian context. The proposed model is expected to predict the likelihood of diabetes 

in high risk patients with high accuracy. Therefore, three machine learning classification 

algorithms namely Random Forest, SVM and Naïve Bayes are used in this study. Algorithm 

testing is conducted on datasets collected from the International Islamic University Malaysia 

Medical Centre (IIUMMC). The output performances from the three algorithms are 

evaluated based on precision, accuracy, F-measure, sensitivity and, specificity. Accuracy is 

measured over correctly and incorrectly classified instances. 
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2. METHOD 

2.1. Research Framework 

The framework of this study comprises of a standard knowledge discovery in databases 

(KDD) process with slight modification being made in accordance to the research 

objectives. All mathematical model and performance analyses are done using R software. 

The first step involves collection of raw data from IIUM Medical centre. Then, the data is 

processed through a series of exploratory data analysis (EDA) tool to better understand it in 

terms of attribute type, class distribution, mean, standard deviation and confidence interval 

of the data before proceeding to the machine learning aspect. The raw data is then pre-

processed. This process includes missing value imputation, data scaling, data sampling and 

feature selection. Moreover, the pre-processed data was split into training and testing set 

with 70:30 ratio while also being validated using a 10-cross fold method. Machine learning 

algorithms or classifiers such as Naïve Bayes, Random Forest and SVM were used to 

construct the prediction models from the training dataset. Once constructed, the prediction 

models were assessed using the testing dataset to determine the predictability of each model.  

The performance of each model was evaluated in terms of accuracy, precision, sensitivity, 

specificity, F1 score and AUC values. Fig. 1 shows the flow diagram of the research 

framework. 

 

2.2. Dataset 

Patients’ diabetes dataset was collected from the Medical Records department at IIUM 

Medical Centre Kuantan, Pahang. The dataset comprises health profile from a total of 200 

patients diagnosed with type 2 diabetes and 100 non-diabetic patients. The dataset consists 

of 149 females and 151 males with the majority of them were from single ethnic group 

(Malays) within the age range of 16 to 81 years old. Moreover, the collected data were made 

up of 15 input features such as age, gender, blood pressure, fasting blood glucose level, body 

mass index, etc. The responding variable in this study were categorized as binary 

classification (diabetes and non-diabetes). Status was the outcome variables which 

determine whether patients was diagnosed with diabetes or not. A more detailed description 

of IIUMMC dataset was listed in Table 3. 
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Fig. 1. Research Framework illustrating the strategy adopted in data pre-processing, as well as the different 

machine learning algorithm used in this study. An accuracy of 80% was set as the minimum threshold for 

model acceptance. 
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2.3. Pre-processing 

Several data features that was collected from the IIUMMC medical records were flawed 

and absent, giving rise to dataset imperfection. Missing values were found for some of the 

variables; Uric acid data had 42 samples labelled as NA (Not Available). The combination 

of missing values from all variables in the dataset constituted to about 30% of the 

observation in the dataset, meaning that removing these values would result in significant 

information loss [14]. To address this, pre-processing missing values imputation was done. 

The missing values were replaced with mean or K-nearest neighbour method (KNN) values 

from the corresponding value of k nearest-neighbour column in Euclidean distances. In this 

study, the k-value was chosen through cross fold validation (KCFV), where the dataset was 

divided into k-subset and tested multiple times against its reserved data. The best k-value 

was chosen based on the accuracy obtained from various testing of dataset.  A k-value of 5 

was selected for this dataset. 

The IIUMMC dataset also showed imbalanced data distribution ratio of diabetic over 

non-diabetic patients. This could introduce model biasness towards the majority classes and 

result in poor prediction accuracy [15]. It is thus necessary to resolve dataset imbalance by 

implementing either under sampling or oversampling. In the IIUMMC dataset, the existing 

imbalanced distribution is skewed towards the diabetic class with twice the number of 

samples compared to the non-diabetic class, as shown in fig. 2. Thus, the non-diabetic class 

was oversampled using SMOTE to match the diabetic class training set. In this process, 

oversampling was implemented to avoid information losses from data elimination method 

via under sampling.  

Prior to feature selection and data fitting, data normalization were carried out within the 

range of -1 to 1 for all predictor variables except for diabetic status where it will be classified 

as 1 and 0 for diabetic and non-diabetic, respectively. This is done to eliminate variation of 

variables range in a dataset [16]. The formula used for feature normalization is stated in Eq. 

(1) 

𝑥′
𝑖 =

𝑥𝑖 − 𝜇

𝜎
 (1) 

Following normalization, the dataset were screened for feature identification and selection. 

This is done to optimize the number of input variables when developing a predictive model, 

thereby improving the dimensionality, downtime, and memory requirements for model 

training [17]. In this study, correlation matrix and feature importance were the feature 

selection processes applied to the IIUMMC dataset by implementing data correlation 

method between continuous variables as shown in fig. 3. A correlation plot was drawn to 

observe the relationship between input features. A cutoff of the absolute Pearson’s 

correlation coefficient of |𝑟| ≤ 0.5 was set for rejecting weakly correlated input feature, 

which is then excluded from the modelling parameter. Next, feature importance was 

implemented using the varimp function in R, which determines the best features for the 

output based on variance threshold. Thus, the final selected features are haemoglobin a1c, 

age, blood pressure (systolic), blood pressure (diastolic), body mass index, uric acid, 

cholesterol, creatine and high-density lipoproteins. 
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Fig. 1. Bar plot of diabetic and non-diabetic distribution in IIUMMC dataset before (a) and after (b) SMOTE 

oversampling was applied.  
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Fig. 3. Correlation plot among independent variables of the IIUMMC dataset (top) and feature importance 

plot constructed using random forest function (bottom) 

 

2.4. Model Building 

R software was used to build the prediction models based on Naïve Bayes, Random 

forest and SVM classifiers. In order to validate the capabilities of the predictive models, 

percentage split and cross-validation method were used. Percentage split method refer to the 

splitting of dataset into training set that was used by classifier to build prediction models 

while testing set was used to validate the performance of the constructed models [18]. In 

this study, the dataset was split to 70% training, 30% testing which translates into 210 

samples for the training set (before data sampling) and 90 samples for the testing set. The 

models were also validated using k-fold cross method.  In k-fold cross method, the whole 

dataset was used to train and test the classifier. K refer to the number of random splits that 

occur within the dataset. K= 10 is chosen for this study meaning that with each k-folds, the 

algorithm was trained on 90% of the dataset and the other 10% was used to test it. The model 

was tested to check the effectiveness for kth  fold. This was repeated until each of the k-folds 
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was used as the test set. The average of k recorded errors called the cross-validation error 

was used as performance metric for the model [19]. The advantage of this method was that 

the whole samples in the dataset were trained and tested, avoiding the possibilities of high 

variance within the dataset.  

2.5. Performance Evaluation 

The classification performance of each classifiers was compared based on the statistical 

indices obtained from the confusion matrix analysis. True Positive (TP) and True Negative 

(TN) values represent predicted values that are congruently classified with the actual values. 

False Positive (FP) indicates the a prediction that has falsely classified a value to be true, 

when in actuality it is not. Analogously, False Negative (FN) are predictions that falsely 

classifies a decoy to be true from the prediction model. The data obtained from the confusion 

matrix will then be used to calculate various statistical performance indices as shown in Eq. 

(2) to (8). The accuracy in the confusion matrix does not represent standard deviation and 

mean, but instead represent the total count of correctly predicted value by the model over 

the total number of predicted sample. Accuracy is one of the most important indices of this 

study as it determines the classification capability of each prediction model. Other 

performance criteria are precision, sensitivity, specificity, and F1 scoring. Precision 

represents the fraction of positive predictive values against actual positive case. Sensitivity, 

or true positive rate, measures the proportion of actual positives that were correctly 

identified, whereas specificity (true negative rate) shows the actual negatives that were 

correctly identified.  F1 score represents the mean of recall and precision were used to 

compare the performance of each parameters for overall efficiency of the classifier [20]. 

The target of predictive models were to maximize accuracy, specificity, sensitivity, 

precision, and F1-score. The purpose of this study is to develop a prediction model for 

classifying whether an individual is diabetic or non-diabetic. 

 

Table 1. Example of confusion matrix of train data from SVM model, where the performance 

classification measurements were done to compare between the qualities of the statistical prediction values 

against the actual values reported. 

 Predicted Value 

Diabetic Non-diabetic 

Actual 

Value 

Diabetic 126 7 

Non-

diabetic 

14 133 

By plotting a Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve, the performance of a 

binary classifier can be visualised and further analysed. An ROC plots the True Positive 

Rate (TPR) against the False Positive Rate (FPR). Values for both rates are calculated using 

Eq. (7) and (8). ROC was a probability curve that shows the trade-off between sensitivity 

(or TPR) and specificity (1 – FPR). This measures how well is a prediction model able to 

output a result that corroborates with the actual data. The closer the plot is to the top-left 

corner of the y-axis implies the better the classifier is in predicting the output. A diagonal 

line where FPR = TPR serves as a baseline to an ROC curve. This indicates that if the 

prediction model results in a plot on the ROC that coincides with, or comes close to, the 

diagonal line, then the classifier is doing no better than a random guess [21, 22]. ROC is 
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useful in evaluating the performance of binary classification as it is not affected by class 

distribution within the dataset, nor dependant of disease prevalence, since it is based on 

specificity and sensitivity. Furthermore, the accuracy of each classifier can be calculated 

using the area under the curve (AUC). A classifier with an AUC value close to 1.0  indicates 

optimal predictive capabilities in distinguishing non-diabetic patients from diabetic ones. 

𝑨𝒄𝒄𝒖𝒓𝒂𝒄𝒚 =
𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 

(2) 

𝑷𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒊𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃
 

(3) 

𝑺𝒑𝒆𝒄𝒊𝒇𝒊𝒄𝒊𝒕𝒚 =
𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃
 

(4) 

𝑺𝒆𝒏𝒔𝒊𝒕𝒊𝒗𝒊𝒕𝒚 𝒐𝒓 𝑹𝒆𝒄𝒂𝒍𝒍 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 

(5) 

𝑭𝟏 𝒔𝒄𝒐𝒓𝒆 =
2𝑇𝑃

2𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 

(6) 

𝑻𝒓𝒖𝒆 𝑷𝒐𝒔𝒊𝒕𝒊𝒗𝒆 𝑹𝒂𝒕𝒆 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 

(7) 

𝑭𝒂𝒍𝒔𝒆 𝑷𝒐𝒔𝒊𝒕𝒊𝒗𝒆 𝑹𝒂𝒕𝒆 =
𝐹𝑃

𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁
 

(8) 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Classification Performance 

From table 2 and fig. 4(a), the model built from random forest algorithm showed the 

highest accuracy performance of 91%., followed by models from SVM and Naïve Bayes 

with an accuracy of 86% and 83% respectively. This illustrates the percentage of each 

classifier in accurately predicting diabetic and non-diabetic groups in their actuality. This 

also mean that incorrect classification of diabetic group to non-diabetic group and vice versa 

are the lowest in random forest classifier. 

 

 

Table 2. Comparison table in performances metric between classifiers using test data. (p≤0.10) 

 

Classifier Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity Precision F-score 

Random Forest 0.91 0.93 0.86 0.93 0.93 

SVM 0.86 0.81 0.96 0.98 0.89 

Naïve Bayes 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.91 0.86 
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(a)      (b) 

 

(c)      (d) 

 

(e) 

Fig. 4. Comparison of prediction performance between Naïve-Bayes, Random Forest and Support Vector 

Machine classifiers used in this study. Five main statistical indices are used to compare these performances; 

(a) Accuracy, (b) Sensitivity, (c) Specificity, (d) Precision and (e) F1-score 

Similar to accuracy performance, the random forest model sensitivity value was the 

highest with 93% compared to SVM and Naïve Bayes models with 81% and 83%, 

respectively, as shown in table 2 and fig. 4(b). Sensitivity reflects the ratio of correctly 

classified diabetic individuals over the total number of predicted numbers in the diabetic 

group. High sensitivity indicates the low occurrence of falsely predicting diabetic patients 

as non-diabetic.  

However, from the specificity result in table 2 and fig.   4(c), it can be seen that SVM 

classifier has the best specificity of 96%, compared to Naïve Bayes, with 83%, and random 
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forest model with specificity 80%. Specificity in this study refers to the proportion of 

patients correctly predicted as non-diabetic. Thus, the number of non-diabetic patient falsely 

predicted to be diabetic were the lowest from the SVM classifier.  

Table 2 and fig. 4(d) also shows the precision performance between different classifier. 

The SVM classifier showed the best precision with 98% performance, followed by random 

forest at 93%. Lastly, Naïve Bayes showed the lowest precision value among the three with 

89%. Precision here illustrates the proportion of diabetic patients that was predicted 

correctly. The low value of non-diabetic patients predicted to be diabetic determine the 

strength in this measurement, which can be seen from the ouput of SVM classifier. Lastly, 

table 2 and fig. 4(e) showed the comparison in F1 measurement among classifiers. The 

random forest classifier showed an F1 score of 93%, followed by the SVM classifier with 

89%, and Naïve Bayes with 86%. The F1score weighs the performance of each classifier 

between their precision and sensitivity. This result suggests that the random forest classifier 

is balanced in terms of sensitivity and precision. Whereas the SVM classifier, although it is 

excellent in predicting non-diabetic patients, it has a slight tendency to falsely predict 

diabetic individuals as non-diabetic. 

3.2. Roc Analysis 

ROC is a plot of TPF (sensitivity) and FPF (1-specificity) with each point on the ROC 

curve representing a sensitivity/specificity pair corresponding to a particular probability 

threshold. The closer the curve to the upper left corner of ROC space, the higher the overall 

accuracy of the test. Subsequently, the closer the curve comes to the 45-degree diagonal 

(TPR = FPR) of the ROC space, the lesser the overall accuracy of the test [22]. In this study, 

the ROC curve was plotted from testing dataset with 90 samples consisting of diabetic and 

non-diabetic individuals. The purpose of the ROC was to provide further analysis on the 

performance of each classifier. From the plot in fig. 5, random forest curve located the closes 

to the upper left corner of the plot indicating higher accuracy in terms of correctly predicting 

diabetic and non-diabetic groups. The performance of each classifier can be better illustrated 

using the area under curve (AUC) metric. The area under curve (AUC) summarizes the 

entire ROC curve rather than at specific threshold.  Thus, AUC measurement represents the 

overall accuracy of the models. In general, the closer AUC is to 1, the better the accuracy 

of the performing model. From the calculations, the random forest classifier showed the best 

accuracy among other classifier with an AUC value of 0.93, followed by Naïve Bayes 

classifier with a value of 0.84. Finally, the SVM classifier scored the lowest AUC value of 

0.82. Standard error showed sampling fluctuations and as the data becomes more balance, 

standard error value decreases. Overall, the model from SVM outperforms the random forest 

classifier in terms precision and specificity measurement. But, in terms of accuracy, 

sensitivity, AUC and F1 score random forest classifier were the highest. Since diabetes 

classification rely on these measurements even more for predicting outcome, this study 

suggests that the random forest model is more suitable in predicting type 2 diabetes of high 

potential individual from local population (IIUMMC). 
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Fig. 5. Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) performance of the three classifiers; (red) Naïve-Bayes, 

(blue) Support Vector Machine (linear) and (green) Random Forest 

 

Table 3: The AUC and Standard Error of different models. (Delong et al, 1998)*. 

Models AUC (p=0.5) Standard Error* 

Random forest 0.93 0.0016 

SVM 0.82 0.0011 

Naïve Bayes 0.84 0.0012 

4. CONCLUSION REMARKS 

In this study, prediction model was constructed based on machine learning concept that 

focuses on Malaysian dataset. The proposed model is able to predict the likelihood of 

diabetes in high risk patients with high accuracy. Therefore, three machine learning 

classification algorithms namely Random Forest, SVM and Naïve Bayes were used in this 

study to detect type 2 diabetes at an early stage. The study was performed on IIUMMC 

dataset which is sourced from medical records department of IIUM Medical Centre for 

model evaluation. Before model fitting, several combinations of well-known pre-processing 

methods such as missing value imputation, data scaling, feature selection and normalization 

were implemented to the dataset. Following this, machine learning techniques were used on 

IIUMMC datasets to predict the outcome. The performances of all three algorithms were 

evaluated using various measurement such as Precision, Accuracy, F-Measure, and Recall. 

The results obtained suggest that the random forest classifier achieved the best overall 

performance with prediction accuracy of 91%, specificity of 86%, sensitivity of 93%, 

precision of 93%, and an F-measure of 93%, using IIUMMC dataset and 10 cross validation. 

The study also illustrates how each pre-processing step hugely affects the performance of 

the model such as in feature selection and data sampling. While this study focuses on a small 
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subset of a local population, it is possible to directly expand the methods to a wider subset 

of the Malaysian population.  
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